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Abstract
Previous work in 2019 and 2020 discovered the site of a building to the north of the
east wing of Prior Park Mansion (St. Peter’s today) which was thought to have
been first built as a Pineapple House before later conversion to a Bath House.
Findings can be read from the report at
https://www.bacas.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Pineapple-House-2020.pdf
Further excavation aided by mechanical digger followed in 2021 to reveal much of the
north side of the building together with the Bath cavity. Remains matched the Ralph
Allen Estate Plan of the Cold Bath except for the central doorway. Finds were largely
Victorian, probably from elsewhere and used to landscape the area after the Building
demolition. Fragments of mid C18 Delft tiles found in situ showed evidence of bath and
wall tiling. A culvert discovered under the bath floor acted as an overflow from the spring
water source to the Bath and as a probable drain.
Examination of the Prior Park School Sports Pavilion confirmed the rearrangement of
the two separate east and west end sections shown on the Plan by joining them,
together with adjustments to the windows.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Location
The work was carried out in Prior Park Landscape Garden, a property owned by
the National Trust to the south of Bath and originally the garden of Prior Park
Mansion, built by Ralph Allen in the 1730s, now occupied by Prior Park College.

Figure 1 : Prior Park Garden, red arrow indicates excavation area
All mapped images in this report are aligned with north to the top unless shown.

1.2 Dates
The excavations were undertaken over 5 days from 9 -13th August 2021

1.3 Personnel
The survey and excavation were led by Tim Lunt and David Stubbs and
performed by the following members of the National Trust Skyline and Dyrham
Archaeology Monitoring Groups and Bath and Counties Archaeological Society
(BACAS) :
Jon Allman, Martin Ansell, Jane Briggs, Elaine Flemons, Ian Hanmer, John Knapper,
John Oswin, Sharn Pepperell, Sue Rhodes and Gillian Vickery.
Kubota mini digger excavation was carried out by Barry King.
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1.4 The Site
The site is located in the southeast corner of the Garden, a Registered Park or
Garden, immediately beside the boundary fence with Prior Park College. The
area is a grassy bank surrounded by mature yew and chestnut trees and some
bramble undergrowth.
No visible remains of any structures can be identified, other than the slight
terracing of a path leading from the fence gate into the Garden to the east of the
area.

1.5 Acknowledgements
The National Trust for access to the Garden, permission for excavation and generous
funding of the mechanical digger.
Tan Tootill of Prior Park College for his support on the project, arranging access to the
Sports Pavilion and allowing vehicle access and parking by the site
Barry King for his expert digger excavation and ongoing support
Kevin Morris of UK Delftware for his knowledge about the Delft tile finds
Marek Lewcun for sharing his knowledge of the archaeology of Prior Park Garden.
Kay Ross of the Avon Gardens Trust for her knowledge of cold baths in the area
Martin Papworth, National Trust Archaeologist SW, for his support and encouragement
Ordnance Survey (OS) maps, © Crown copyright
Aerial satellite photographs, © Google Earth.
The time and effort of all the BACAS and National Trust staff and volunteers involved
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2 Background
2.1 Survey and Excavation 2019-2020
The investigation to find the lost Pineapple House of Ralph Allen at Prior Park was
started with a resistance survey of the site in 2019 which identified a number of features
thought to be paths or garden features. No clear evidence of a building could be seen.
Test pits were dug in 2020 which found the corner foundations of a building and a stone
kerb nearby. Extension of the test diggings exposed a floor surface and more of the
building walls. The stone kerb was found to extend for 7m.

Further details can be found in the report at
https://www.bacas.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Pineapple-House-2020.pdf

2.2 Summary of evidence and conclusions
It seemed certain that the foundations were the Building built by Ralph Allen around the
time of the construction of Prior Park mansion and subsequently recorded on the
Anthony Walker engraving of 1750 (Fig 2) and the Ralph Allen Estate Survey Plan of
c1764 (Fig 3). The largely mid 19th century date of the datable finds above the remains
suggest that the cover is largely debris brought to landscape the area after the building
demolition.
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Figure 2 : Antony Walker, 1752 : Science Museum
Whether the building was the Pineapple House to be later converted to the Cold Bath
House, or simply the latter, is uncertain as no evidence suggesting either use was found.
What was puzzling in the 2020 discoveries was the difference between the remains of
the Building shown by excavation and those expected from the Plan.

Figure 3 : Ralph Allen Estate Plan : Cold Bath
The stone kerb to the east of the Building was found to be surrounded by a thin gravel
layer on both sides and the only clue for its existence was suggested by overlaying its
position on an 1888 OS map. Its position matched the north side of the old carriageway
that ran in front of Prior Park and could be a side kerb to this road.
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3 Excavation 2021
3.1 Objectives
To establish whether the Building contained a Cold Bath and any further details which
might suggest that any of the structure had been used as a Pineapple House or for other
purposes.
In addition, identify whether the kerb revealed in 2020 formed one edge of the old
carriageway running in front of Prior Park Mansion.

3.2 Method
Excavation of around 40 tonnes of cover was performed with a Kubota mini digger on
the first day, widening the earlier excavation and extending the exposed length of the
north wall of the building by a further 6m to the west. More of the floor surface found in
2020 was uncovered as well as the Cold Bath. The bottom of the Bath cavity was at a
depth of 2m below ground surface at the northern edge limiting the extent that could be
safely excavated given the sloping ground surface and necessary spoil heaps.

Figure 4 : Cold Bath excavation
Further work to fully expose and clean the remains was done by hand during the rest of
the week but drizzly weather made this difficult due to wet clay deposits on the
stonework.
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A small excavation was also done by hand on the kerb discovered in 2020. A short
trench was dug south from the point of curvature of the kerb for approx 4m to see if the
kerb was a relic of the edging of the old carriageway running in front of Prior Park.

3.3 Results
3.3.1 The Bath House
The new excavation revealed that the floor surface found in 2020 in the Building eastern
corner extended for 2.8m from the inner east wall, ending at a series of irregular very
narrow stone ledges and insets of between 12 and 23cm dropping down to the edge of
what has to be the Cold Bath cavity. The bottom of the Bath was 1.37m below the upper
floor surface. (Fig 5)
The Bath northern wall had been mainly robbed to the bottom stone course but
extended in line from the Building eastern corner. Excavation was made for 6.75m from
the Bath east end with no west end found. Parts of the floor and sides of the Bath were
mortared (see painted mortar finds below) with some parts showing signs of tile work
(see Delft tile finds blow). A piece of thin ashlar found in situ in the northeast corner of
the Bath is a probable lining in that area.

Figure 5 : Bath ledges and lining
A series of cover slabs were noticed running east west along the Bath floor which when
lifted exposed an underfloor stone culvert. This culvert turned south directly below the
Bath east end.
10

Figure 6 : Culvert running under Bath floor and turning south towards spring
Beside the ledges and east end of the Bath a mixed collection of rough stone (Fig 7),
dressed stone and concrete extended over an area 1m south and 2m width, built up
partly from the outer edge of the Building wall.
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Figure 7 : Mixed stonework beside the east edge of the Bath
3.3.2 The Kerb
No remains of the opposite kerb were found nor any evidence of a road surface. The
gravel layer found in the 2020 excavations in the area continued up the slope with no
sign of road camber. No finds were made.
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3.4 Interpretation
The understanding of the Building remains is assisted by the Cold Bath Plan with scale
shown on the Ralph Allen Estate Survey Map of c1764 and the existence of the Prior
Park School Sports Pavilion which is clearly a reconstruction of the stonework from this
Bath.
The appearance of the inner walls of the Cold Bath shown in the Plan with its pillars,
niches and vaulted ceilings all match the style and dimensions of the Pavilion. The only
difference is that the east and west sides of the Cold Bath in the Plan have been brought
together with the pillars of the west side discarded and the vaulted ceilings of the two
sides joined on the east side pillars.
3.4.1 The Bath House
Comparison of the excavation results showed that the length and wall dimensions of the
east end of the Building matched that shown on the Plan with the pillars standing at the
edge of the Bath. The irregular ledges and insets found leading down from the floor level
into the Bath could have supported wooden or other steps down into the water.
What is not clear on the Plan is whether the Bath was in the centre section only or
extended further west with the west side pillars standing in water. The excavation
extended approx 1.5m beyond the line of the west pillars shown on the Plan with no
other side to the Bath found suggesting that the Bath did go through to the west end of
the Building.

Figure 8 : Overlay of Building excavation on Plan
The culvert found running under the Bath floor (Fig 6) and turning south would
correspond with the piping of a spring running down to an existing drain in the roadway
directly above the Building. This spring was probably used to fill the Bath whilst the
culvert acted as the overflow when the Bath was full, taking the water on down to an
outlet still to be found further down the slope, as well as a probable drain for emptying
the Bath.
The muddle of stonework and concrete stretching outside the Building by the ledges (Fig
7) does not match the position of the central doorsteps shown on the Plan but clearly
represents some additional feature of the Building. What is puzzling is that any access to
13

the Building at this point shown in the excavation or through the door shown on the Plan
would both lead directly to a drop directly into the Bath!
The point of access to the Building remains uncertain although the excavation of the
Building east wall seemed to be indicating an end to the stonework which may be a
doorway.

Figure 9 : Possible opening in Building east wall
3.4.2 Pavilion
It needs to be remembered that the front of the Pavilion faces south so the Building/Cold
Bath/Plan has been turned from facing north by 180°.
Detailed examination of the Pavilion is made a little difficult due to school sports kit
storage but as previously mentioned the pillars, niches and vaulted ceilings of the two
end sections of the Building have been skilfully reconstructed together. The east end of
the Pavilion has a barrel vaulted ceiling of Victorian construction whilst the door and
window are later. Similarly the front windows of the Pavilion are relatively modern sash
type and with the front door and surrounding stoneworH new inserts within the pillared
sections.
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Figure 10 : Pavilion vaulting and west window
A further arched window in the west wall is older and matches the windows shown on
the Plan with a gothic style and external moulding. It also matches the windows of the
building in the Walker engraving. This window appears to have been inserted by
removing the central niche shown in the Plan west wall.

Figure 11 : The Pavilion from the South West
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If it is accepted that the Bath continued into the western vaulted section shown on the
Plan, floor skirting might not be expected as found in the Pavilion, but this could have
been added at the time of the Pavilion construction to match the east section.
Examination of the external roof and parapet show it is now flat with felt cover but
grooving on the parapet east and west sides indicate a possible sloped roof at one time
of about 10°. This is too shallow an angle for a tiled or slate roof which might have been
indicated by the large amount of slate tile found during the excavation. The height of the
Pavilion is consistent with Walker and the Plan of approx 4m.

Figure 12 : Pavilion roof with side groove
3.4.3 The Kerb
No further understanding.
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3.5 Finds
A complete list of finds is included at Appendix A.
Apart from the Delft tile fragments, none of the finds contributes to our knowledge or
interpretation of the Bath House. Rather, they give us a possible glimpse into life lived
at Prior Park by its various occupiers after Ralph Allen. Judging by the finds recorded
both this year and in 2020 it is reasonable to conclude that this part of the garden was
used as a rubbish dump from the early 1800s onwards.
In order to make sense of some of the finds it is helpful to understand the history of the
building during the 19th century.
Prior Park was purchased by Bishop Baines in 1829 and a Catholic Seminary
established. The History of Prior Park by the Rev. Roche published in 1931 suggests
that the Bath House may have been used to house a printing press between 1844 and
1856 when the Seminary closed. It was then demolished and repurposed as a cricket
pavilion sometime between 1867 (when the Catholic Grammar School opened) and
1888 (when the pavilion first appears on as OS map).
When the building was demolished a very large hole left by the Bath cavity would have
been filled either immediately or perhaps over a period of time with material, including
rubbish, from elsewhere.
The garden remained under the control of the school until purchased by the National
Trust in 1993.
3.5.1 Delft Tiles
A number of Delft tile fragments were found close to the bottom surfaces of the Bath
House. Following the find of two fragments of tile still attached to a wall surface in the
east of the Building it appears the fragments are the remains of tiles likely to have been
broken during removal at the time of the building demolition. Tile position marks were
also found in the mortar on the floor of the Bath indicating tilework over many of the
inside surfaces.
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Figure 13 : Delft tiles in situ on Building east wall

Figure 14 : Delft tile mark on Bath floor
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Delft tiles were originally from the town in Holland, but the designs were taken up by
ceramic manufacturers in other places in Holland and in Britain. The corner motif
designs allow a date and source to be established for a tile and the fragments found with
motifs are all between 1700-1780 and from Holland and England. The earliest example
is a Dutch tile of circa 1700 but the majority are English of 1720-1780 with examples
including Bristol, London and Liverpool manufacturers.
This mix of tiles from many places and periods suggests that the tiles were reclaimed
from other areas and reused at the Bath House.

Figure 15 : Delft tile fragments
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3.5.2 Clay Pipe
The oldest datable find was a fragment of clay pipe bowl with “JOHN _YLEE” stamped
on the stem adjacent to the bowl. This was undoubtedly manufactured by John Tylee in
Widcombe between 1695 and 1702.
Source: “The Clay Tobacco Pipe Making Industry of Bath” by Marek J. Lewcun

Figure 16 : Clay pipe fragment
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3.5.3 Nails and nails in wood
Ten iron nails were found. They appear to be cut nails and would therefore date from
after the 1790s. Fragments of wood with nails still in situ were also found. Again, the
nails appear to be cut nails, and therefore post 1790s.
It is reasonable to conclude that these were not part of Allen’s original Bath House, but
whether they were part of a later building modification or debris from elsewhere cannot
be determined.

Figure 17 : Nail finds

Figure 18 : Nails in wood
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3.5.4 Slate
A large number of slate fragments were found close to the bottom of the bath and
adjacent to the steps leading down from the east pavilion.

Figure 19 : Slate demolition debris
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Some were almost complete and included nail holes suggesting they were roofing
slates.

Figure 20 : Roofing slate with nail holes
Until the second half of the 18th century most houses in Bath were roofed with stone
tiles. Cornish slate became available once the Avon Navigation (in which Allen
invested) opened in 1727. We have no evidence regarding the construction of the Bath
House roof, other than that it sat behind a stone parapet and, if the Walker drawing is
accurate, might have been of shallow construction.
It is tempting to conclude that Allen clad it with stone tiles from his quarries, but then he
was also a Cornishman and might have used Cornish slates. Either way, by the time the
building was demolished over 100 years later it is likely to have been re-roofed. One
possibility is that during demolition, the roof was stripped, and the discarded slates
thrown into the bath, where they were found.
Examination of the school pavilion roof showed grooves on either side of the parapet
suggesting the insertion of a sloping roof. However the roof slope angle would have
been only 10 degrees and unsuitable for tiles or slates.
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3.5.5 Plaster mortar
We recovered fragments of plaster which appeared to have been painted. One
possibility is that these are fragments of the original bath lining. The other, more likely,
possibility is that this is debris from elsewhere.

Figure 21 : Plaster mortar
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3.5.6 Bottles
We recovered the bottoms of four glass bottles. Research by Martin Ansell (Appendix
B) has established that they were all manufactured in Bristol by the Ricketts Glass Firms
which went through a number of mergers from 1785 to 1923. Two have been dated as
manufactured between the 1840s and 1850s while the third may be 1857 to 1880. The
bottles may have held wine and been re-used.
The dating of two of the bottles fits with Bishop Baines’s Catholic Seminary, established
in 1829 and closed in 1856. It is tempting to conclude that these were bottles of wine
used by the pupils or clergy at the Seminary.

Figure 22 : Ricketts bottles
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3.5.7 Dressed stone
Three significant fragments of dressed Bath stone were found amongst the backfill,
some very near the surface and others close to the bottom of the bath. However, their
locations bore no relation to the stone bath structure. Neither did the designs bare any
relation to either the Plan and elevation or the repurposed cricket pavilion.
We have concluded that these fragments represent debris from elsewhere.

Figure 23 : Small rounded pillar

Figure 24 : Possible corbelling
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Figure 25 : Small pillar base

Figure 26 : Possible parapet fragment
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3.5.8 School milk bottle and shot gun cartridge
We have included two further finds which ably illustrate the extent to which this area of
the garden had been used as a dumping ground prior to its purchase by the National
Trust.
The first is a third pint school milk bottle with foil lid dating to post 1970s and an Eley
plastic shotgun cartridge.

Figure 27 : Milk bottle and shot gun cartridge
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4 Comment and Conclusions
The 2021 excavation has confirmed that the Building found has been a Bath House and
the Pavilion design confirms some of the information available from the survey Plan and
Walker engraving.
What is less clear is the entrance to the Building from outside and the explanation for the
mixed stonework on the side not corresponding to a central doorway. This part of the
Building suggests redevelopment at some time, either in conversion from the Pineapple
House if that took place, or at a later time. A sign that the latter may have occurred is the
1856 Sales Plan (Fig 28) which although showing the Bath House incorrectly central to
St Peter’s may indicate that the Building then was not rectangular which would have
been expected from all other known maps and plans.

Figure 28 : 1856 Sale : Prior Park College

Due to risk to life and limb the Bath cavity was refilled shortly after excavation and no
further work is planned in this area. Further and necessarily even deeper digging to see
more of the Bath would involve considerable Health and Safety issues. However,
resistivity profiling is planned to take place across the west end and centre of the
Building which should show the depths of the floor surfaces between the Building walls
and thus identify extent of the Bath.
The east end of the Building has not been refilled and another excavation season is
planned for 2022 to see if a doorway did exist in the east wall and whether there are any
path or garden features close to the walls. One intriguing result of clearing spoil beside
the north wall showed the top of a stone enclosure (Fig 29) which will warrant further
examination.
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Figure 29 : Stone enclosure by Building north wall
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Appendix
A

Finds List

Finds from Ralph Allen's Bath House Dig, Prior Park, Bath

All dimensions mm

Site Code: PPBH

9 to 13 August 2021

URN

Description

Date

1

Base of 72 diam. Green bottle with lettering "P & R
BRISTOL". Produced by Powell and Ricketts between 1857
and 1880s (Martin Francis).

1840s to 1850s

2

Base of two green glass bottles produced by Ricketts Glass
Firms in Bristol which went through a number of mergers
from 1785 to 1923. Two have been dated as manufactured
between the 1840s and 1850s while the third may be 1857 to
1880.

1840s to 1880

3

Nine fragments of glazed china which are probably willow
pattern.

Post 1790

4

3 fragments of 6 diam. clay pipe and one fragment of 10
diam. pipe attached to damaged bowl with stamped lettering
on the stem adjacent to the bowl "JOHN YLEE". This could
have been made by John Tylee whose business was in
Widcombe.

1695 to 1702

5

Ten square iron nails with heads, most probably cut nails.

Post 1790s

6

8 fragments of mainly plain white glazed china.

7

170 long unidentified animal bone.

8

Three fragments of plaster mortar, smooth on one side and
painted white.

9

Two pieces of broken brown glazed pottery handle and one
fragment of glazed terracotta.

10

Two pieces of decorated glazed pottery, one crazed and the
other with green foliage.

11

Five fragments of clay pots.
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12

Fragment of burnt wood.

13

63 long and 11 diam. Plastic tube with possible percussion
cap and faint lettering "_LLEY" and "_OUBLONG". Possible
shot gun cartridge.

14

Five oyster shells.

15

Two fragments of the top of a small, glazed pottery flagon.

16

180 long piece of lead about 20 wide.

17

Post metrication 1/3 pint school milk bottle with foil cap.

18

Large fragment of glazed pottery pipe with approx. probable
internal diameter of 90.

19

Five fragments of wood, two with two nails and one with one
nail. The nails are most probably cut nails.

20

Two fragments of mortar with black inclusions.

21

One piece of 6 thick slate 95x140 with two square holes 5x5.

22

Three pieces of rusty metal 34 wide and c300 long (one
broken) with pointed ends. One piece of rust metal 20 wide
and 200 long.

23

Two pieces of plaster mortar (90x130 and 140x220) smooth
on one side and painted white.

24

Piece of mortar with a smooth concave indentation.

25

A fragment of dressed Bath stone with a 90 degree ledge 15
high.

26

A piece of damaged dressed Bath stone 85 high and 95 wide
at its base. The bottom half is semi-circular Torus convex
shape. Perhaps the bottom of a small decorative column.

27

A fragment of dressed Bath stone with part of a large 90
degree cut and a 90 degree ledge 25 wide and 32 high.
Perhaps part of a widow jamb.

28

A piece of decorated Bath stone having an outside plan
shape of two attached rectangles being 169 wide by 150 and
100 wide by 60. The stone is 63 high comprising a
rectangular base 25 high on top of which is a circular shape
with convex moulding 25 high on top of which is another
circular shape 23 high. Refer to dimensioned drawings. This
could be the truncated base of a stone column.

29

Two pieces of a broken brick 103 wide, 62 deep and 170 long
(but was originally longer).

30

Large piece of dressed Bath stone, possible fragment of
Cornice
32

Post 1970

Post 1790s

31

31 fragments of Delft tile. The earliest example is a Dutch tile
of circa 1700 but the majority are English of 1720-1780 with
examples including Bristol, London and Liverpool
manufacturers.
1700-1780
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B

Glass Bottle Bases

All of the Bristol glass bottle fragments recovered at the Prior Park dig were
manufactured from dark soda/lime/silica (SLS) glass. The glass contains oxides of
magnesium, aluminium, phosphorous, sulphur, manganese, iron, zinc, strontium and
lead as well as the core oxides of sodium, calcium and silicon (Gregory et al., 2018).
The bottle fragments contain trapped air bubbles, and the wall thickness of the bottles is
non-uniform. The bottles probably held wine.
Pieces of Bristol glass bottles discovered during the Bath House dig at Prior Park were
manufactured by Ricketts Glass Firms which went through a number of mergers from
1785 to 1923 (Table 1). The glass works were located along Cheese Lane (now Avon
Street) alongside the River Avon. The glass industry in Bristol ceased in 1923 due to the
lack of capital required to introduce fully automatic bottling plant (Weedon, 1984).

Table 1. Ricketts Firms at Bristol (Lockhart et al., 2019)
Firm
James and George Taylor
Wadham, Rickettts & Co.
Ricketts, Evans & Ricketts
Ricketts, Evans & Co.
Henry Ricketts & Co.
Richard Ricketts & Co.
Powell, Ricketts & Filer
Powell & Ricketts

Dates
1785-1789
1789-1794
1794-1797
1797-1811
1811-1852
1851-1853
1853-1857
1857-1923

Figure 1 is an example of the final bottle base design from Henry Ricketts & Co.
(Lockhart et al., 2019) from the late 1840s. There is a mamelon (raised bump) in the
centre and two raised dots separating “RICKETTS” from “BRISTOL”. In this example the
“S” in “BRISTOL” is reversed, unlike most other examples produced in this era.

Figure 1. RICKETTS BRISTOL (late 1840s)

The embossed name on the bottle base from Prior Park in Figure 2 reads “POWELLS &
FILER BRISTOL”. The Phoenix and Cooksons’ Bottle Works amalgamated in 1853 and
traded as Powell(s), Ricketts & Filer until 1857. “POWELLS” (plural) refers to the Powell
34

brothers. Hence it seems more than likely that the bottle dates from the period 18531857 although the Ricketts name is missing from this example.

Figure 2. POWELLS & FILER BRISTOL (1853-1857)

Edward Filer died in 1856 and the company then traded as Powell and Ricketts from
1857 to 1923. An example of a Powell and Ricketts bottle base found at the Prior Park
dig is seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3. P&R BRISTOL, POWELL & RICKETTS (1857-1880s)

The base can be dated between 1857 and the 1880s (Lockhart et al., 2019). However,
bearing in mind that the three dark bottle bases in Figures 1, 2 and 3 were discovered in
the same location at Prior Park their dates of manufacture are likely to fall between the
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late 1840s and the late 1850s and the bottles may have been refilled on many
occasions.
Powell & Ricketts continued trading during the latter half of the 19th century, and by
1885 it was the only glassworks operating in Bristol.
A fourth fragment of a dark glass bottle base is presented in Figure 4.

Figure 4. “& Co.”, Ricketts late 1840s?

This fragment is likely to be part of a Ricketts bottle from the late 1840s when Henry
Ricketts included “& Co.” in his embossed markings.
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